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ABSTRACT
It is a big task to provide the accuracy of discovered relevance features in text documents for describing user requirements. Classification of data is biggest issue in more text documents because they have large number of words and data patterns. Most existing popular methods are used by word-based approaches. Still, they have all suffered from the problems of relevance and uncertainty. Over the years, there has been pattern-based methods should perform better result than word-based methods in describing user requirements. But, how to effectively use large scale patterns remains a typical problem in text mining. To overcome this problem, Fuzzy Relevance Feature Discovery Algorithm (FRFDA), classification techniques have been developed for relevance feature discovery. It describes both higher level and low level features based on word patterns. It is also classifies words into categories and updates those word weights based on their relevance and dispensation in patterns. The experimentation result proves that, the proposed FRFDA is better than existing manual and automation methods. The data set Reuters-21578 shows that the proposed model significantly outperforms faster and obtains better extracted features than other methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main theme of similarity feature discovery is to find out the useful information placed in large text documents, including both relevant and irrelevant features for describing text mining and classification results. Feature clustering is a biggest issue in naive information retrieval systems from theoretical and practical aspects also. Feature discovery text mining is also biggest problem in Web applications, and has received great attention from researchers in Text Mining, Artificial Intelligence, Information Retrieval and Pattern Recognition. Now a day’s pattern mining is facing so many issues to find out relevance features in relevant and irrelevant documents [1]. Many patterns consists a good meaning for topic, but they have low support or frequency. Whenever minimum support is decreased then a lot of noisy patterns may be discovered. The second issue is the ‘support’ and ‘confidence’ problem, these are used in pattern mining but they did not supported to solving the problems in some of the cases. Generally frequent pattern mining is one of the good retrieving techniques for relevant and irrelevant documents. But the biggest problem is extraction of accurate weighted features. Such type of problems may solve by Pattern taxonomy mining (PTM) models have been proposed [2], [3]. It is a sequential pattern mining, identifying of white space is a term in sentences and paragraphs. Other hand, natural language processing (NLP) techniques are identified concepts in sentences. Previously many researchers proposed only term based techniques, but pattern based techniques are very beneficial to both relevant and irrelevant documents also [4]. Over the last decade, researchers have implemented several word-based techniques for assigning a score in documents because they used for filtering of information and text classification. Recently, many naive approaches were introduced for text categorization. Basically word based methods are used in relevant and unlabelled documents. At first step, it utilized a Rocchio classifier to retrieve a set of reliable irrelevant documents from the unlabeled set of documents [5]. At second step, a SVM classifier is used for classifying of text documents. Some of the unlabeled documents used both word based models as well as pattern based models as a rough analysis [6], [7].

In text categorization, the dimensionality of the feature vector is generally high. Reuters 21578 top-10, 20 Newsgroups and WebKB are three real-world data sets, they have more than 20,000 features. That is a main task for reducing of high dimensionality in to low dimensionality by using different classification algorithms. To overcome such type of problems, feature reduction techniques are introduced before text classification [8]. In general, both feature selection and feature extraction approaches are used for reduction of features. But feature extraction methods are high effective and computationally expensive than feature selection methods. So the main demand of large documents is efficient feature extraction algorithms. That’s why we propose a fuzzy relevance feature discovery algorithm (FRFDA), which is an advanced feature clustering method to reduce the number of features for the text categorization. All terms in the feature vector of a document set are described as partitions, and processed one by one. Words that are similar to another cluster then those are placed in to same cluster, otherwise it is act like as an individual cluster. Every cluster is characterized by a membership function with statistical mean and deviation. After completion of all comparisons the number of clusters formed automatically, each cluster has one extracted feature. That extracted cluster refers a weighted combination of the words contained in the document [9].

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, some related concepts about extraction of relevance features. In section 3 provides utilization of proposed algorithm. In section 4 experiment results of proposed algorithms FRFDA is presented. In section 5 describes conclusions.

2. RELATED WORKS
Different feature clustering methods have been introduced and studied for artificial intelligence applications. They may be divided into four broad categories: the Embedded, Wrapper, Filter, and Hybrid approaches [10], [11]. The
embedded techniques incorporate relevance feature selection as a part of the training process and those are usually specific to given learning algorithms, so they may be more accurate than the other three categories. Recent machine learning algorithms like decision trees or artificial neural networks are best examples of embedded techniques [12]. The wrapper approaches are using for the predictive accuracy of a predetermined learning algorithms, to determine the best of the feature selected subsets. The performance and accuracy of the learning algorithms is very high in large documents. Moreover, the generality of the selected features is low and the computational complexity is high. The filter approaches are not dependent on learning algorithms, as per good generality. But their computational complexity is less, but the accuracy of the learning algorithms is not guaranteed. Generally hybrid methods are treated as the combination of filter and wrapper approaches. Filter approach will reduce search space in large documents that will be considered by wrapper approaches [13],[14]. The combination of filter and wrapper approaches is to achieve the best possible performance with a particular learning algorithm with similar time complexity of the filter approaches. The wrapper approaches are computationally high and tend to over fit on small training sets. The filter methods, in addition to their generality, are usually a good choice when the number of features is very large. Therefore, all comparisons methods shows filter approach is best one.

Relevance feature selection is a good method for selection of subset features from large datasets for modelling of machine learning systems. From last several years, a variety of feature selection methods (e.g., Filter, Wrapper, Embedded and Hybrid approaches, and unsupervised or semi-supervised methods) have been introduced in different fields. Feature selection is also one of the best methods for text mining and information filtering. It is the task of assigning documents to predefined classes. Several classifiers such as Naïve Bayses, Rocchio, kNN, Fuzzy, SVM and Lasso regression have been implemented, in addition many believe that fuzzy is also a promising classifier. The main problem of classification is single class and multi-class problem. The best solution for multi-class problem is to divide it in to some independent binary classifiers then those will be classifies either relevant category or irrelevant category. Most of the feature selection methods are used the bag of words representation to select a set of features for the multi-class problem. So many feature selection methods for text classification, including document frequency (DF), term frequency (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF), information gain (IG), mutual information (MI), Compactness, First Appearance (FA) [15].

This paper describes, mainly focusing on relevant feature selection in large text documents. Relevant feature selection is a biggest issue on web search because it always compares with relevant document for user query. Still, the traditional feature selection methods are not suitable for selecting text features for solving relevance issue because relevance is a single class problem. The efficient way of feature selection for relevance is based on a feature weighting function. A feature weighting function indicates the rank of information indicated by the feature occurrences in a large document and reflects the relevance of the feature in that. Majority of word-based ranking models include tfidf based techniques [16], [17].

3. FUZZY RELEVANCE FEATURE DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce the FRFDDA model for relevance feature discovery, which deals the relevant features in document with three groups: positive words, general words and negative words based on their compactness in a training set. Here the first discussion is the concept of ‘specificity’ in terms of the relative specificity’ in training datasets and the exact ‘specificity’ in test datasets. We also present a way to understand whether the proposed relative ‘specificity’ is reasonable in term of the exact ‘specificity’. After that it concludes word weighting method in this model.

3.1 The Categorical Approach
The partition (P1, P, P2) is used to clearly separates irrelevant documents from relevant ones. Consider two functions f1 and f2, f1 (w) is the approximate average weight of word for all documents f2 (w) is the approximate average weight of document for all irrelevant documents. The partition (P1, P, P2) works as follows.

\[
\int_{f1(w)}^{f2(w)} (f1(w) - f2(w)) dt.
\]

It is to make positive specific features separates far away from negative specific features. Suppose few words refers the same specificity then score of the cluster will be in crease. Where specificity function represented as a distance function. After completion of distance calculation then all words is separated by three categories. Therefore we required a clustering method to group all words in to three categories automatically by using the specificity function. So far, we assign some of the words that appear only in irrelevant documents in to the negative specific category P2, all remaining words Wi act like as own cluster Ci. The cluster Ci has two specifications those are maximum specificity and minimum specificity. Maximum specificity refers smallest specification value of elements in Ci and minimum specificity refers largest specification value of elements in Ci [18].

Let Ci and Cj be two clusters. The difference between the two clusters is defined as follows:

\[
D(Ci, Cj) = \min |\max_{w1 \in Ci} \min_{w2 \in Cj} (w1(w) - w2(w))|, |\max_{w2 \in Cj} \min_{w1 \in Ci} (w1(w) - w2(w))|.
\]

If the difference is low between two clusters then we can combine them by using bottom-up approach. Suppose Ck be the combined cluster then it is described as Ck = Ci ∪ Cj. The combining method continues until three clusters are left whenever the number of initial clusters is more than three. The three clusters refers distances between two adjacent clusters in the retained three clusters should be greater than or equal to any other distances between two adjacent clusters. Which cluster has the highest minspe is determined as P1, the cluster has second highest minspe will form category P and the remains will be part of P2.

3.2 The Proposed Approach
There are some issues pertinent to most of the existing feature clustering methods. First, the parameter k, indicating the desired number of extracted features, has to be specified in advance. This gives a burden to the user, since trial-and-error has to be done until the appropriate number of extracted features is found.

The following algorithm describes for feature clustering in large datasets.
Feature Clustering Algorithm

Input: Features F, F1 and F2

Output: Three categories of words P, P1 and P2.

Method:

Step 1. Initially all word categories are empty.

Step 2. If any word Wi belongs to Feature F then it will place in to discovered feature F. Otherwise it will be compared to remaining test sets.

Step 3. Find maximum and minimum specificity of that word to compared sets.

Step 4. Separates positive, general and negative features.

Step 5. If it is belongs to any other three features category then send to those appropriate places.

Step 6. Calculate the percentages for feature clustering.

Step 7. Repeat these steps to all sentences and topics until to reach the feature clustering.

Suppose, we are given a document set D of n documents d1, d2, . . . , dn, together with the feature vector W of m words w1, w2, . . ., w.m and p classes c1, c2, . . . , cp, as specified. We construct one word pattern for each word in W. For word wi, its word pattern xi is defined as

\[ X = < X_1 X_2 ... X_np > = < P(C_1|W), P(C_2|W), ..., P(C_p|W) > . \]

Where \( P(C|W) = \sum_{q=1}^{n} p_i q_i s_{ij} / \sum_{q=1}^{n} p_{ij} \)

Fig. 1. Architecture for Fuzzy Relevance Feature Discovery Algorithm

Second, when calculating similarities, the variance of the underlying cluster is not considered. The distribution of the data in a cluster is an important factor in the calculation of similarity. Third, all terms in a cluster have the same degree of contribution to the resulting extracted feature. Some cases, it may be better if more similar words are allowed to have bigger degrees of contribution. Our feature clustering algorithm is proposed to deal with these issues [19].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The investigation of the proposed method is describing word classification could help to improve the best performance, this model is discussed in terms of the following approaches.

The FRFDA model classifies words into three clusters like general, positive negative specific terms by using the specificity function.

Case 1. The specificity function firstly refers words into most documents.

Case 2. The specific positive terms are referred as exact users wanted words, general terms are the necessary information for describing what users want. By using three categories together mostly we can get the best performance. Fuzzy relevance feature discovery (FRFD1) is a model for information filtering. It holds satisfactory performance for a given testing set [19].

Case 3. FRFD2 overcomes the limitation of FRFD1 by using a clustering method to classify the words into three categories directly. It can achieve a almost similar performance as FRFD1. The RFD2 model also shows remarkable performance compared with the other models.

4.1 FRFD2 vs FRFD1

FRFD1 has two low level parameters like L1 and L2, those are using for low level words into three clusters. As per manual testing sets these parameters have low level values i.e., L1=0.1 and L2=0.2. FRFD2 model uses feature clustering for to automatically generation three categories P, P1 and P2.

Figure 1 shows the average results of the five appearances on all 50 assessing paragraphs in large data sets, where %chg denotes the percentage change of FRFD2 over FRFD1. Here, FRFD2 can produce almost the same performance as FRFD1. In addition, a small improvement to four measures top _ 20, B=PI, IAP and FB/4 except MAP was observed. These results fully supported to case 3.

Fig. 2. Comparison between FRFD1 and FRFD2 Models in all assessing paragraphs.

4.2 FRFD2 vs Pattern-Based Methods

This is the comparison between all pattern models with fuzzy relevance feature discovery model on RCV1 data base. We mentioned here some of patterns and n-grams like CBM etc [20]. The results on data collection RCV1 for all model in the first category (RFDF2, language models (n-grams), CBM and other pattern-based models) are presented in Here change refers the percentage change of FRFD2 over PTM. Basically, pattern-based methods struggle a lot in some topics as too much disturbance is occurred in the discovery of positive patterns in RCV1. Mostly closed sequential patterns perform better results than other patterns, and PTM deploying method outperforms greatly closed sequential patterns. In figure 2 FRFDA2 shows out standard performance results than PTM also.
Figure 4 describes, simultaneously to see the effectiveness of using both positive and negative clusters for relevance feature discovery, we can compare FRFD2 with the best pattern based model PTM which uses positive patterns only in Reuter’s data base.

The proposed naive model FRFD2 achieved the best performance for the assessor topics, where FRFD2 is compared with Lasso (which is the second best term-based model on RCV1). The average percentage of improvement over the standard measure is 8% percent with a maximum of 10.87% percent and minimum of 5.62%.

SVM is the second best word-based model on Reuters- 21578 data base. Figure 6 shows the FRFD2 is compared with SVM, it achieved the best performance than SVM. The maximum percentage of improvement over the Fβ=1 measure is 7.72%.

5. CONCLUSION
This research proposes a fuzzy relevance feature discovery (FRFD) algorithm, which is a naive clustering approach to reduce the high dimensionality of the features in to text categorization. Some features relevance to each other is grouped into the same cluster. Such cluster is characterized by a membership function with statistical mean and deviation. If a term is not relevance to any existing cluster, a new cluster is created for this term. Feature similarity between a word and a cluster is defined by both the mean and the variance of the cluster. This paper describes an alternative method for relevance feature discovery in large text documents. It refers an approach to find and classify low-level features based on appearances and specification of the word. It also handles a method to retrieve irrelevant documents for weighted features. Experimentally, the development of fuzzy model is proved that proposed specificity function is flexible and word classification can be effectively approximated by a feature clustering method. This FRFDA model uses two exact parameters to fix the boundary between the categories. It reaches the most expected results, still it requires the manually testing of a large number of different values of parameters. The naive model uses a feature clustering technique to automatically group words into the three categories. When compared with the first model, the second model is much more efficient and achieved the good performance.
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